8x8, Inc. Set to Join Russell 3000 Index
SUNNYVALE, Calif., June 14, 2011 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- 8x8, Inc. (Nasdaq:EGHT), provider of innovative business
communications and cloud computing solutions, is set to join the U.S. broad-market Russell 3000® Index when Russell
Investments reconstitutes its comprehensive set of U.S. and global equity indexes on June 24, according to a preliminary list of
additions posted June 10 on www.russell.com/indexes.
Annual reconstitution of Russell's U.S. indexes captures and ranks the 4,000 largest U.S. stocks as of the end of May by total
market capitalization. Membership in the Russell 3000, which remains in place for one year, means automatic inclusion in the
large-cap Russell 1000® Index or small-cap Russell 2000® Index as well as the appropriate growth and value style indexes.
Russell determines membership for its equity indexes primarily by objective, market-capitalization rankings and style attributes.
The Russell 3000 also serves as the U.S. component to the Russell Global Index.
"The inclusion of 8x8 in the Russell 3000 Index will expose our company's stock and our innovative technology to a wider
audience of investors, ultimately benefiting our shareholders," commented 8x8 Chairman & CEO Bryan Martin.
Russell indexes are widely used by investment managers and institutional investors for index funds and as benchmarks for both
passive and active investment strategies. An industry-leading $3.9 trillion in institutional assets currently are benchmarked to
them. These investment tools originated from Russell's multi-manager investment business in the early 1980s when the
company saw the need for a more objective, market-driven set of benchmarks in order to evaluate outside investment
managers.
More information about Russell Indexes, including total returns, is available at http://www.russell.com/Indexes/data/default.asp.
About 8x8, Inc.
8x8, Inc. (Nasdaq:EGHT), a pioneer in the development of cloud-based VoIP, video, mobile, and unified communications
solutions, leverages its patented software technologies to deliver industry-leading SaaS applications to businesses of any size
with employees in any location. We offer integrated business communications and cloud computing services that are designed
to meet the highest levels of availability, reliability and scalability. Increasingly, businesses are finding they can reduce costs,
improve productivity, and be positioned competitively for the future by choosing 8x8 for their mission critical cloud-based
communications and computing needs. For additional information, visit www.8x8.com, or connect with 8x8 on Facebook and
Twitter.
About Russell:
Russell Investments provides strategic advice, world-class implementation, state-of-the-art performance benchmarks and a
range of institutional-quality investment products. Russell has about $161 billion in assets under management as of March 31,
2011, and serves individual, institutional and advisor clients in more than 35 countries. Founded in 1936, Russell is a
subsidiary of The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company.
Forward Looking Statements
This news release contains "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of
1995 and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. These statements include, without limitation, information about
future events based on current expectations, potential product development efforts, near and long-term objectives, potential
new business, strategies, organization changes, changing markets, future business performance and outlook. Such statements
are predictions only, and actual events or results could differ materially from those made in any forward-looking statements due
to a number of risks and uncertainties. Actual results and trends may differ materially from historical results or those projected
in any such forward-looking statements depending on a variety of factors. These factors include, but are not limited to,
customer acceptance and demand for our products and services, the reliability of our services, the prices for our services,
customer renewal rates, customer acquisition costs, actions by our competitors, including price reductions for their telephone
services, potential federal and state regulatory actions, compliance costs, potential warranty claims and product defects, our
needs for and the availability of adequate working capital, our ability to innovate technologically, the timely supply of products
by our contract manufacturers, potential future intellectual property infringement claims that could adversely affect our
business and operating results, and our ability to retain our listing on the NASDAQ Capital Market. For a discussion of such
risks and uncertainties, which could cause actual results to differ from those contained in the forward-looking statements, see

"Risk Factors" in the Company's reports on Forms 10-K and 10-Q, as well as other reports that 8x8, Inc. files from time to time
with the Securities and Exchange Commission. All forward-looking statements are qualified in their entirety by this cautionary
statement, and 8x8, Inc. undertakes no obligation to update publicly any forward-looking statement for any reason, except as
required by law, even as new information becomes available or other events occur in the future.
NOTE: 8x8, the 8x8 logo, 8x8 Virtual Office and 8x8 Virtual Office Pro are trademarks of 8x8, Inc. All other trademarks are the
property of their respective owners.
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